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� An autonomous system via supervised fuzzy learning under dynamic electricity prices.
� New adaptive model for adapting to pattern changes while maintaining existing rules.
� A fuzzy logic technique for residential load reduction in smart grids.
� Implementing a house energy simulator for energy management in smart grids.
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a b s t r a c t

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems represent a significant portion of total residen-
tial energy consumption in North America. Programmable thermostats are being used broadly for auto-
matic control of residential HVAC systems while users initialize their everyday schedules and
preferences. The main aim of smart grid initiatives such as time-varying prices is to encourage consumers
to reduce their consumption during high electricity demand. However, it is usually a hassle to residential
customers to manually re-programme their thermostats in response to dynamic electricity prices or envi-
ronmental conditions that vary over time. In addition, the lack of energy management systems such as
thermostats capable of learning autonomously and adapting to users’ schedule and preference changes
are major obstacles of existing thermostats in order to save energy and optimally benefit from smart grid
initiatives. To address these problems, in this paper an adaptable autonomous energy management solu-
tion for residential HVAC systems is presented. Firstly, an autonomous thermostat utilizing a synergy of
Supervised Fuzzy Logic Learning (SFLL), wireless sensors capabilities, and dynamic electricity pricing is
developed. In the cases that the user may override the decision made by autonomous system, an
Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Model (AFLM) is developed in order to detect, learn, and adapt to new user’s pref-
erences. Moreover, to emulate a flexible residential building, a ‘house energy simulator’ equipped with
HVAC system, thermostat and smart meter is developed in Matlab-GUI. The results show that the devel-
oped autonomous thermostat can adjust the set point temperatures of the day without any interaction
from its user while saving energy and cost without jeopardizing user’s thermal comfort. In addition,
the results demonstrate that if any change(s) occurs to user’s schedules and preferences, the developed
AFLM learns and adapts to new modifications while not ignoring energy conservation aspects.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

HVAC systems approximately constitute 64% and 57% of total
residential energy consumption in Canada and the U.S. respectively
[1,2]. Thus, residential HVAC systems are one of the main electrical
loads for peak load management during peak demand periods. For

example, these devices nearly comprised of 50% of the additional
critical peak electricity consumption during hot summer days in
California [3].

On the other hand, one of the main goals of smart grid incen-
tives is to improve sight in order to lower network voltages as well
as to enable customers’ engagement in the operation of the power
system, particularly through smart meters [4], smart energy man-
agement systems, and smart homes [5]. Moreover, the significance
of distributed generation at medium and low voltages and other
small renewables such as photovoltaic in consumer-side to locally
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utilize them during peak demand periods in existing electricity
supply has also been explained in [6]. Additionally, with advance-
ments in communication networks and proliferation of deploying
smart meters, management of peak load problems are being
shifted towards the customer-side [7–9]. In [7], a holistic review
has been conducted to summarize the initiatives and facilities that
have capability to assist residential users to potentially save
energy. The authors concluded that energy display devices by pro-
viding feedback to customers about their energy consumption can
significantly help reduce energy consumption through shifting
their electricity demands to off-peak hours. Authors in [8]
attempted to propound the ways and services such as employing
smart devices and smart meters that can encourage end-users such
as residential customers in future to have an active role in future
smart power grids. A novel air conditioning system has been devel-
oped by considering two demand response strategies namely
demand side bedding and frequency controlled reserve in [9]. They
used these strategies to bring up the role of both demand response
programs and smart meters in saving energy and improving grid
efficiency. In all communication networks within smart grids, con-
sidering the security issues is very important. A study on security
issues in Microgids project platform has been conducted in [10],
and the authors concluded these issues can be one of serious chal-
lenges in future smart power systems. As a result, smart meters as
shared technology between users and power grids can enable res-
idential customers to become an integral part of the electric power
system. Moreover, time-varying electricity prices such as time-of-
use (TOU) rates, real-time pricing, and combinations of these
mechanisms provide various opportunities for residential users
to reduce consumption and electricity bill by shifting the operation
of their home appliances from on-peak rates to off-peak rates [11].
Nevertheless, load management strategy for residential HVAC sys-
tems can usually be performed by load shedding in response to dif-
ferent parameters such as time-varying prices [12], variations of
ambient temperature [13], and in-home user activity (occupancy)
[14]. Authors in [12] have accomplished a survey, where 15 houses
as pilots have been used to compare the role of applying time-
varying prices such as time-of-use and critical peak pricing in
improving grid efficiency as well as saving energy. Additionally,

the role of employing occupancy sensors in smart grids for saving
energy through reducing the set point temperature of HVAC sys-
tems when the home in unoccupied was explained [14]. However,
the authors in all these works only considered one parameter such
electricity price or occupancy for controlling the energy consump-
tion in the houses.

Fortunately, technology options such as employing home are
networks [15] and installing energy display devices for monitoring
HVAC energy consumption [16] as well as programmable ther-
mostats [17] are also currently available to assist residential cus-
tomers in order to manage and reduce their electricity
consumption by shedding the demand of home appliances and
HVAC systems during high electricity rates. Programmable com-
municating thermostats (PCTs) and price-responsive thermostats
[18], and occupancy-responsive thermostats [19] are being used
widely to automatically control residential HVAC systems while
users initialize their everyday schedules (i.e., time intervals) and
preferences (i.e., set point temperatures). PCTs and price-
responsive thermostats potentially have capabilities for two-way
communication such as using ZigBee communication protocols
(IEEE 802.15.4) with utilities through deployed smart meters in
order to participate in demand response (DR) programs with user
choice [20]. The PCTs and price-responsive thermostats can receive
price signals from smart grid and automatically decreases or
increases the initialized set points to a level pre-defined by the
user. Occupancy-responsive thermostats also keep monitoring
occupancy and automatically change set points when a space or
room is unoccupied. However, there exist major disadvantages to
these thermostats. It has been reported repeatedly that users lose
their thermal comfort particularly in cold winter days or hot sum-
mer days when they participate in DR programs during high elec-
tricity prices [19,21]. Authors in [19] found out that even existing
smart home energy management devices cannot always save
energy due to their dependent on user engagement. In this case,
the users constantly re-adjust the pre-defined offsets in order to
maintain their thermal comfort. However, it is often an inconve-
nience to residential users to continuously re-set the offset values
in response to time-varying prices or occupancy [19]. Additionally,
occupants often forget, neglect or even in many cases give up to

Nomenclature

AFLM adaptive fuzzy logic model
AC air conditioning
ASHRAE American society of heating, refrigeration and air condi-

tioning engineers
DR demand response
FLC fuzzy logic controller
HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning
KB knowledge base
MF membership functions
PCT programmable communicating thermostats
SFLL supervised fuzzy logic learning
SP set point
TOU time-of-use
RTP real-time pricing
WSN wireless sensor networks
Lv learning vector
ln elements of the learning vector, n = 1, 2, . . . , N
wn associated weights of the elements of ln
Azm adapting vector for zone m
LZm learning vector for zone m
Av adapting vector
ak elements of adapting vector k 6 n

f k ‘overridflag’ associated with each adapting vector
Cij weekday cluster, ‘i’ is day of week, ‘j =m’ the number of

occurrences within a particular day
Â corresponding adapting vector
Avcim a set of adapting vector under observation
L̂v corresponding learning vector
Lvcim a set of learning vector under observation
Zm number of zones in the house, Z1 (zone 1), Z2 (zone 2)
Hkzm cij heat set point value of the day i for set point number k
Ckzm cij cool set point value of the day i for set point number k
Skzm cij start time of heat/cool set point
Ekzm cij end time of heat/cool set point
WHkzm

cij. weights associated with set point Hkzm cij
WCkzm

cij weights associated with set point Ckzm cij
WSkzm

cij weights associated with start time Skzm cij
WEkzm

cij weights associated with end time Ekzm cij
ITzm set point interval for time T in zone m
f kzm ‘overrideflag’ associated with set point number k in

zone m
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